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Raw Dataset I: Regulations Summary (N = 30) 

Raw Dataset I: Regulations Summary includes aspects of national gambling policy using 
all jurisdictions for which we have policy data, regardless of whether we also obtained 
prevalence data (N = 30). This dataset is organized by jurisdiction. Entries span the full 
range of the study period (i.e., January 1997-March 2010). These entries describe the 
information we received from key informants regarding policies governing both land-based 
and online forms of five games: (1) sports betting; (2) lottery; (3) poker; (4) table games; 
and (5) electronic gaming machines (EGM). For each of these ten game types, we sought 
information about the status of commercial gambling licenses, whether individuals were 
prohibited to play games for which gambling offers were prohibited, minimum age 
requirements, advertising restrictions, and the extent and maturity of legal gambling 
opportunities. For more details on variables included in this dataset, please see Appendix 
1.  

Raw Dataset II: Epidemiological Summary (N = 28) 
 
Raw Dataset II:  Epidemiological Summary includes estimates of disordered gambling 
prevalence rates from a number of European jurisdictions. In collecting these data, we 
used the following seven inclusion criteria: (1) the estimate must be based on a national or 
regional prevalence survey for at least one level of disordered gambling (i.e., Level 2 or 
Level 3); (2) the estimate must be associated with one of 34 European jurisdictions (i.e.,  



twenty-seven EU Member States,1 four EFTA Member States, and three autonomous 
gambling jurisdictions under the British Crown) (3) the estimate must derive from an 
internationally recognized diagnostic instrument; (4) the estimate must specify the specific 
instrument used to identify disordered gambling; (5) the report must specify the obtained 
estimate of disordered gambling (6) the report must provide a past-year estimate of 
disordered gambling; and (7) the report must be available to the authors by 1 November 
2011 in order for us to incorporate it into our work. We did not include lifetime estimates of 
disordered gambling for reasons described in the manuscript. Though we did not exclude 
any study because of its sample size, perceived methodological quality, or language, we 
did exclude studies that focused exclusively on high-risk or special population segments 
(e.g., adolescents, college students). We also excluded studies conducted before 1997.2  

This dataset includes past-year disordered gambling prevalence estimates, organized by 
estimate within jurisdiction, collected using one or two recognized screening instruments. 
When studies reported two estimates, we calculated the average of both estimates and 
used this value in associative analyses (described in more detail below). For more details 
on variables included in this dataset, please see Appendix 2. 

 
Analytic Dataset: Associative Analyses (N = 22) 
Analytic Dataset: Associative Analyses includes both regulatory and epidemiological data. 
We used this dataset to complete analyses examining the associations between national 
gambling regulatory policies and estimates of the prevalence of disordered gambling. To 
complete these analyses, we began by specifying the timing of each prevalence survey's 
data collection with as much precision as possible. Next, we extracted the appropriate 
regulatory provision that was in place during the year in which each prevalence survey was 
conducted. We performed these analyses using twenty-two prevalence surveys 
representing the twelve jurisdictions for which we obtained regulatory data and at least one 
past-year, national prevalence estimate (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, 
Germany, Iceland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom). 
Variables in this dataset include time-specific gambling policies (governing both land-
based and online forms sports betting, lottery, poker, table games, and EGM) and 
corresponding prevalence estimates. For more detail on variables included in this dataset, 
please see Appendix 3.   

 

 

 

 

 

1 Croatia became the 28th Member State of the EU on 1 July 2013, that is, after the time of our data collection and analyses. �
2 During the literature review, we obtained a prevalence estimate from Northern Ireland. However, we did not seek policy information for Northern Ireland, 
whose gambling policy does not fall under the 2005 UK Gambling Act. We do not include this prevalence estimate in the current work. 



Appendix 1   Variables in Raw Dataset I: Regulations Summary 
 

Variable  Data 
Type 

Description N Note  

Jurisdiction String Jurisdiction 30  
Licenses_landbased_sportsbetting String Status of commercial gambling 

licenses, landbased sportsbetting 
30  

Licenses_landbased_lottery String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, landbased lottery 

30  

Licenses_landbased_poker String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, landbased poker 

30  

Licenses_landbased_tablegames String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, landbased tablegames 

30  

Licenses_landbased_EGM String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, landbased EGM 

30  

Licenses_online_sportsbetting String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, online sportsbetting 

30 For Malta, license 
information pertains to 
the period April 2004-
March 2003 

Licenses_online_lottery String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, online lottery 

30 For Malta, license 
information pertains to 
the period April 2004-
March 2003 

Licenses_online_poker String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, online poker 

30 For Malta, license 
information pertains to 
the period April 2004-
March 2003 

Licenses_online_tablegames String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, online tablegames 

30 For Malta, license 
information pertains to 
the period April 2004-
March 2003 

Licenses_online_EGM String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, online EGM 

30 For Malta, license 
information pertains to 
the period April 2004-
March 2003 

Prohibition_landbased_sportsbetting String Prohibition to play, landbased 
sportsbetting 

30 Not applicable unless 
there exists a 
prohibition against 
licenses 

Prohibition_landbased_lottery String Prohibition to play, landbased lottery 30 Not applicable unless 
there exists a 
prohibition against 
licenses 

Prohibition_landbased_poker String Prohibition to play, landbased poker 30 Not applicable unless 
there exists a 
prohibition against 
licenses 

Prohibition_landbased_tablegames String Prohibition to play, landbased 
tablegames 

30 Not applicable unless 
there exists a 
prohibition against 
licenses 

Prohibition_landbased_EGM String Prohibition to play, landbased EGM 30 Not applicable unless 
there exists a 
prohibition against 
licenses 

Prohibition_online_sportsbetting String Prohibition to play, online 
sportsbetting 

30 Not applicable unless 
there exists a 
prohibition against 
licenses 

     



Variable  Data 
Type  

Description N Note  

Prohibition_online_lottery String Prohibition to play, online lottery 30 Not applicable unless 
there exists a 
prohibition against 
licenses 

Prohibition_online_poker String Prohibition to play, online poker 30 Not applicable unless 
there exists a 
prohibition against 
licenses 

Prohibition_online_tablegames String Prohibition to play, online 
tablegames 

30 Not applicable unless 
there exists a 
prohibition against 
licenses 

Prohibition_online_EGM String Prohibition to play, online EGM 30 Not applicable unless 
there exists a 
prohibition against 
licenses 

Age_landbased_sportsbetting String Minimum age to play, landbased 
sportsbetting 

30 Not applicable when 
prohibition to play in 
place during entire 
study period  

Age_landbased_lottery String Minimum age to play, landbased 
lottery 

30 Not applicable when 
prohibition to play in 
place during entire 
study period 

Age_landbased_poker String Minimum age to play, landbased 
poker 

30 Not applicable when 
prohibition to play in 
place during entire 
study period 

Age_landbased_tablegames String Minimum age to play, landbased 
tablegames 

30 Not applicable when 
prohibition to play in 
place during entire 
study period 

Age_landbased_EGM String Minimum age to play, landbased 
EGM 

30 Not applicable when 
prohibition to play in 
place during entire 
study period 

Age_online_sportsbetting String Minimum age to play, online 
sportsbetting 

30 Not applicable when 
prohibition to play in 
place during entire 
study period 

Age_online_lottery String Minimum age to play, online lottery 30 Not applicable when 
prohibition to play in 
place during entire 
study period 

Age_online_poker String Minimum age to play, online poker 30 Not applicable when 
prohibition to play in 
place during entire 
study period 

Age_online_tablegames String Minimum age to play, online 
tablegames 

30 Not applicable when 
prohibition to play in 
place during entire 
study period 



Variable  Data 
Type  

Description N Note  

Age_online_EGM String Minimum age to play, online EGM 30 Not applicable when 
prohibition to play in 
place during entire 
study period 

Advertising_landbased_sportsbetting String Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased sportsbetting 

30  

Advertising_landbased_lottery String Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased lottery 

30  

Advertising_landbased_poker String Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased poker 

30  

Advertising_landbased_tablegames String Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased tablegames 

30  

Advertising_landbased_EGM String Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased EGM 

30  

Advertising_online_sportsbetting String Advertising regulatory policy, online 
sportsbetting 

30  

Advertising_online_lottery String Advertising regulatory policy, online 
lottery 

30  

Advertising_online_poker String Advertising regulatory policy, online 
poker 

30  

Advertising_online_tablegames String Advertising regulatory policy, online 
tablegames 

30  

Advertising_online_EGM String Advertising regulatory policy, online 
EGM 

30  

Offer_landbased_sportsbetting String Legal offer to play, landbased 
sportsbetting 

30 Indicates whether 
game had ever been 
offered legally 

Offer_landbased_lottery String Legal offer to play, landbased lottery 30 Indicates whether 
game had ever been 
offered legally 

Offer_landbased_poker String Legal offer to play, landbased poker 30 Indicates whether 
game had ever been 
offered legally 

Offer_landbased_tablegames String Legal offer to play, landbased 
tablegames 

30 Indicates whether 
game had ever been 
offered legally 

Offer_landbased_EGM String Legal offer to play, landbased EGM 30 Indicates whether 
game had ever been 
offered legally 

Offer_online_sportsbetting String Legal offer to play, online 
sportsbetting 

30 Indicates whether 
game had ever been 
offered legally 

Offer_online_lottery String Legal offer to play, online lottery 30 Indicates whether 
game had ever been 
offered legally 

Offer_online_poker String Legal offer to play, online poker 30 Indicates whether 
game had ever been 
offered legally 

Offer_online_tablegames String Legal offer to play, online 
tablegames 

30 Indicates whether 
game had ever been 
offered legally 

Offer_online_EGM String Legal offer to play, online EGM 30 Indicates whether 
game had ever been 
offered legally 

Maturity_landbased_sportsbetting String Maturity of market, landbased 
sportsbetting 

30 Not applicable when 
no legal offer of game 

Maturity_landbased_lottery String Maturity of market, landbased lottery 30 Not applicable when 
no legal offer of game 

     



Variable  Data 
Type  

Description N Note  

Maturity_landbased_poker String Maturity of market, landbased poker 30 Not applicable when 
no legal offer of game 

Maturity_landbased_tablegames String Maturity of market, landbased 
tablegames 

30 Not applicable when 
no legal offer of game 

Maturity_landbased_EGM String Maturity of market, landbased EGM 30 Not applicable when 
no legal offer of game 

Maturity_online_sportsbetting String Maturity of market, online 
sportsbetting 

30 Not applicable when 
no legal offer of game 

Maturity_online_lottery String Maturity of market, online lottery 30 Not applicable when 
no legal offer of game 

Maturity_online_poker String Maturity of market, online poker 30 Not applicable when 
no legal offer of game 

Maturity_online_tablegames String Maturity of market, online 
tablegames 

30 Not applicable when 
no legal offer of game 

Maturity_online_EGM String Maturity of market, online EGM 30 Not applicable when 
no legal offer of game 

state_portion String Whether the state has taken a 
portion of gambling earnings 

30  

problem_gambling String Whether the law requires any part of 
state portions be allocated to 
problem gambling services /activities 

30  

 



Appendix 2     Variables in Raw Dataset II: Epidemiological Summary 
Variable � Data 

Type 
Description N Note  

Jurisdiction String Jurisdiction 28  
region_type String Whether estimate is from national or 

regional sample 
28  

year_datacollection String Year of data collection 24 Unavailable for 4 
estimates 

year_publication Numeric Year of study publication 28  
reference String Formal study reference 28  
sample_size Numeric Reported sample size 28  
response_rate Numeric Reported response rate 22 Unavailable for 6 

estimates 
pastyear_level2 Numeric Past year Level 2 (problem) gambling 

rate (averaged across both 
instruments when necessary) 

28  

pastyear_level3 Numeric Past year Level 3 (pathological) 
gambling rate (averaged across both 
instruments when necessary) 

28  

instrument1 String Name of #1 gambling disorder 
screening instrument 

28 Refers to instrument 
reported first in original 
manuscript 

pastyear_level2_inst1 Numeric Past-year Level 2 prevalence rate 
obtained from instrument1 

28 Refers to instrument 
reported first in original 
manuscript 

pastyear_level3_inst1 Numeric Past-year Level 3 prevalence rate 
obtained from instrument1 

28 Refers to instrument 
reported first in original 
manuscript 

instrument2 String Name of #2 gambling disorder 
screening instrument 

6 Only 6 surveys used 
more than one 
instrument 

pastyear_level2_inst2 Numeric Past-year Level 2 prevalence rate 
obtained from instrument2 

6 Only 6 surveys used 
more than one 
instrument 

pastyear_level3_inst2 Numeric Past-year Level 3 prevalence rate 
obtained from instrument2 

6 Only 6 surveys used 
more than one 
instrument 

used_in_associative_analyses Numeric Whether prevalence estimate was 
used in associative analyses 

28 0 = no, 1 = yes (only 
estimates not used in 
associative analyses 
were from regional 
samples) 

 



Appendix 3     Variables in Analytic Dataset: Associative Analyses 
Variable � Data 

Type 
Description N Note  

reference String Formal study reference 
(shortened) 

22  

yearofdatacollection Numeric Year of prevalence survey data 
collection 

22  

survey String Informal name of prevalence 
survey 

22  

jurisdiction String Jurisdiction 22  
Licenses_landbased_sportsbetting String Status of commercial gambling 

licenses, landbased 
sportsbetting 

22  

Licenses_landbased_lottery String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, landbased lottery 

22  

Licenses_landbased_poker String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, landbased poker 

22  

Licenses_landbased_tablegames String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, landbased tablegames 

22  

Licenses_landbased_EGM String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, landbased EGM 

22  

Licenses_online_sportsbetting String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, online sportsbetting 

22  

Licenses_online_lottery String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, online lottery 

22  

Licenses_online_poker String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, online poker 

22  

Licenses_online_tablegames String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, online tablegames 

22  

Licenses_online_EGM String Status of commercial gambling 
licenses, online EGM 

22  

Prohibition_landbased_sportsbetting String Prohibition to play, landbased 
sportsbetting 

22  

Prohibition_landbased_lottery String Prohibition to play, landbased 
lottery 

22  

Prohibition_landbased_poker String Prohibition to play, landbased 
poker 

22  

Prohibition_landbased_tablegames String Prohibition to play, landbased 
tablegames 

22  

Prohibition_landbased_EGM String Prohibition to play, landbased 
EGM 

22  

Prohibition_online_sportsbetting String Prohibition to play, online 
sportsbetting 

22  

Prohibition_online_lottery String Prohibition to play, online lottery 22  
Prohibition_online_poker String Prohibition to play, online poker 22  
Prohibition_online_tablegames String Prohibition to play, online 

tablegames 
22  

Prohibition_online_EGM String Prohibition to play, online EGM 22  
prohibition_landbased_sportsbetting_numeric Numeric Prohibition to play, landbased 

sportsbetting, coded 
numerically  

22 0 = no prohibition,  
1 = prohibition 

prohibition_landbased_lottery_numeric Numeric Prohibition to play, landbased 
lottery, coded numerically 

22 0 = no prohibition,  
1 = prohibition 

prohibition_landbased_poker_numeric Numeric Prohibition to play, landbased 
poker, coded numerically 

22 0 = no prohibition,  
1 = prohibition 

prohibition_landbased_tablegames_numeric Numeric Prohibition to play, landbased 
tablegames, coded numerically 

22 0 = no prohibition,  
1 = prohibition 



Variable  Data 
Type  

Description N Note  

prohibition_landbased_EGM_numeric Numeric Prohibition to play, landbased 
EGM, coded numerically 

22 0 = no prohibition,  
1 = prohibition 

prohibition_online_sportsbetting_numeric Numeric Prohibition to play, online 
sportsbetting, coded 
numerically 

22 0 = no prohibition,  
1 = prohibition 

prohibition_online_lottery_numeric Numeric Prohibition to play, online 
lottery, coded numerically 

22 0 = no prohibition,  
1 = prohibition 

prohibition_online_poker_numeric Numeric Prohibition to play, online poker, 
coded numerically 

22 0 = no prohibition,  
1 = prohibition 

prohibition_online_tablegames_numeric Numeric Prohibition to play, online 
tablegames, coded numerically 

22 0 = no prohibition,  
1 = prohibition 

prohibition_online_EGM_numeric Numeric Prohibition to play, online EGM, 
coded numerically 

22 0 = no prohibition,  
1 = prohibition 

sum_landbased_prohibitions Numeric Sum of prohibitions against 
land-based games 

22  

sum_online_prohibitions Numeric Sum of prohibitions against 
online games 

22  

Age_landbased_sportsbetting String Minimum age to play, 
landbased sportsbetting 

22  

Age_landbased_lottery String Minimum age to play, 
landbased lottery 

22  

Age_landbased_poker String Minimum age to play, 
landbased poker 

22  

Age_landbased_tablegames String Minimum age to play, 
landbased tablegames 

22  

Age_landbased_EGM String Minimum age to play, 
landbased EGM 

22  

Age_online_sportsbetting String Minimum age to play, online 
sportsbetting 

19 Data unavailable 
for 3 German 
prevalence 
estimates  

Age_online_lottery String Minimum age to play, online 
lottery 

19 Data unavailable 
for 3 German 
prevalence 
estimates

Age_online_poker String Minimum age to play, online 
poker 

22  

Age_online_tablegames String Minimum age to play, online 
tablegames 

22  

Age_online_EGM String Minimum age to play, online 
EGM 

19 Data unavailable 
for 3 German 
prevalence 
estimates

age_landbased_sportsbetting_numeric Numeric Minimum age to play, 
landbased sportsbetting, coded 
numerically 

22 1 = no minimum 
age, 2 = 15 years, 
3 = 16 years, 4 = 
18 years, 5 = 21 
years; missing 
data if minimum 
age is missing or 
not applicable

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    



Variable  Data 
Type  

Description N Note  

age_landbased_lottery_numeric Numeric Minimum age to play, 
landbased lottery, coded 
numerically 

22 1 = no minimum 
age, 2 = 15 years, 
3 = 16 years, 4 = 
18 years, 5 = 21 
years; missing 
data if minimum 
age is missing or 
not applicable

age_landbased_poker_numeric Numeric Minimum age to play, 
landbased poker, coded 
numerically 

15 1 = no minimum 
age, 2 = 15 years, 
3 = 16 years, 4 = 
18 years, 5 = 21 
years; missing 
data if minimum 
age is missing or 
not applicable

age_landbased_tablegames_numeric Numeric Minimum age to play, 
landbased tablegames, coded 
numerically 

15 1 = no minimum 
age, 2 = 15 years, 
3 = 16 years, 4 = 
18 years, 5 = 21 
years; missing 
data if minimum 
age is missing or 
not applicable

age_landbased_EGM_numeric Numeric Minimum age to play, 
landbased EGM, coded 
numerically 

21 1 = no minimum 
age, 2 = 15 years, 
3 = 16 years, 4 = 
18 years, 5 = 21 
years; missing 
data if minimum 
age is missing or 
not applicable

age_online_sportsbetting_numeric Numeric Minimum age to play, online 
sportsbetting, coded 
numerically 

11 1 = no minimum 
age, 2 = 15 years, 
3 = 16 years, 4 = 
18 years, 5 = 21 
years; missing 
data if minimum 
age; missing or 
not applicable

age_online_lottery_numeric Numeric Minimum age to play, online 
lottery, coded numerically 

10 1 = no minimum 
age, 2 = 15 years, 
3 = 16 years, 4 = 
18 years, 5 = 21 
years; missing 
data if minimum 
age is missing or 
not applicable

age_online_poker_numeric Numeric Minimum age to play, online 
poker, coded numerically 

4 1 = no minimum 
age, 2 = 15 years, 
3 = 16 years, 4 = 
18 years, 5 = 21 
years; missing 
data if minimum 
age is missing or 
not applicable

     
     
     



Variable  Data 
Type  

Description N Note  

age_online_tablegames_numeric Numeric Minimum age to play, online 
tablegames, coded numerically 

4 1 = no minimum 
age, 2 = 15 years, 
3 = 16 years, 4 = 
18 years, 5 = 21 
years; missing 
data if minimum 
age is missing or 
not applicable

age_online_EGM_numeric Numeric Minimum age to play, online 
EGM, coded numerically 

4 1 = no minimum 
age, 2 = 15 years, 
3 = 16 years, 4 = 
18 years, 5 = 21 
years; missing 
data if minimum 
age is missing or 
not applicable

Age_landbased_average� Numeric average of numeric minimum 
age scores, landbased games 

22  

Age_online_average Numeric average of numeric minimum 
age scores, landbased games 

11 Missing data if 
minimum age is 
missing or not 
applicable

Advertising_landbased_sportsbetting String Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased sportsbetting

22  

Advertising_landbased_lottery String Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased lottery

22  

Advertising_landbased_poker String Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased poker 

21 Data missing for 
1997 Norway 
estimate

Advertising_landbased_tablegames String Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased tablegames 

21 Data missing for 
1997 Norway 
estimate

Advertising_landbased_EGM String Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased EGM 

21 Data missing for 
1997 Norway 
estimate

Advertising_online_sportsbetting String Advertising regulatory policy, 
online sportsbetting

22  

Advertising_online_lottery String Advertising regulatory policy, 
online lottery

22  

Advertising_online_poker String Advertising regulatory policy, 
online poker 

21 Data missing for 
1997 Norway 
estimate

Advertising_online_tablegames String Advertising regulatory policy, 
online tablegames 

21 Data missing for 
1997 Norway 
estimate

Advertising_online_EGM String Advertising regulatory policy, 
online EGM

22  

advertising_landbased_sportsbetting_numeric Numeric Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased sportsbetting, coded 
numerically  

22 1 = no specific 
restrictions; 2 = 
some restrictions; 
3 = prohibition 

advertising_landbased_lottery_numeric Numeric Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased lottery, coded 
numerically 

22 1 = no specific 
restrictions; 2 = 
some restrictions; 
3 = prohibition

 
 
 

    



Variable  Data 
Type  

Description N Note  

advertising_landbased_poker_numeric Numeric Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased poker, coded 
numerically 

21 1 = no specific 
restrictions; 2 = 
some restrictions; 
3 = prohibition; 
data missing for 
1997 Norway 
estimate 

advertising_landbased_tablegames_numeric Numeric Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased tablegames, coded 
numerically 

21 1 = no specific 
restrictions; 2 = 
some restrictions; 
3 = prohibition; 
data missing for 
1997 Norway 
estimate

advertising_landbased_EGM_numeric Numeric Advertising regulatory policy, 
landbased EGM, coded 
numerically 

21 1 = no specific 
restrictions; 2 = 
some restrictions; 
3 = prohibition; 
data missing for 
1997 Norway 
estimate

advertising_online_sportsbetting_numeric Numeric Advertising regulatory policy, 
online sportsbetting, coded 
numerically 

22 1 = no specific 
restrictions; 2 = 
some restrictions; 
3 = prohibition

advertising_online_lottery_numeric Numeric Advertising regulatory policy, 
online lottery, coded numerically 

22 1 = no specific 
restrictions; 2 = 
some restrictions; 
3 = prohibition

advertising_online_poker_numeric Numeric Advertising regulatory policy, 
online poker, coded numerically 

21 1 = no specific 
restrictions; 2 = 
some restrictions; 
3 = prohibition; 
data missing for 
1997 Norway 
estimate

advertising_online_tablegames_numeric Numeric Advertising regulatory policy, 
online tablegames, coded 
numerically 

21 1 = no specific 
restrictions; 2 = 
some restrictions; 
3 = prohibition; 
data missing for 
1997 Norway 
estimate

advertising_online_EGM_numeric Numeric Advertising regulatory policy, 
online EGM, coded numerically 

22 1 = no specific 
restrictions; 2 = 
some restrictions; 
3 = prohibition

advertising_landbased_numeric Numeric average of numeric advertising 
scores, landbased games 

22  

advertising_online_numeric Numeric average of numeric advertising 
scores, online games 

22  

offer_landbased_sportsbetting_numeric Numeric whether a legal offer existed, 
landbased sportsbetting 

22 0 = no offer;  
1 = offer 

offer_landbased_lottery_numeric Numeric whether a legal offer existed, 
landbased lottery 

22 0 = no offer;  
1 = offer

offer_landbased_poker_numeric Numeric whether a legal offer existed, 
landbased poker 

22 0 = no offer;  
1 = offer

     



Variable  Data 
Type  

Description N Note  

offer_landbased_tablegames_numeric Numeric whether a legal offer existed, 
landbased tablegames 

22 0 = no offer;  
1 = offer

offer_landbased_EGM_numeric Numeric whether a legal offer existed, 
landbased EGM 

22 0 = no offer;  
1 = offer

offer_online_sportsbetting_numeric Numeric whether a legal offer existed, 
online sportsbetting 

22 0 = no offer;  
1 = offer

offer_online_lottery_numeric Numeric whether a legal offer existed, 
online lottery 

22 0 = no offer;  
1 = offer

offer_online_poker_numeric Numeric whether a legal offer existed, 
online poker 

22 0 = no offer;  
1 = offer

offer_online_tablegames_numeric Numeric whether a legal offer existed, 
online tablegames 

22 0 = no offer;  
1 = offer

offer_online_EGM_numeric Numeric whether a legal offer existed, 
online EGM 

22 0 = no offer;  
1 = offer

sum_offers_landbased Numeric Sum of landbased offers 22  
sum_offers_online Numeric Sum of online offers 22  
sum_offers Numeric Sum of all offers 22  
pastyear_level2 Numeric Past-year Level 2 Prevalence 

Rate 
22  

pastyear_level3 Numeric Past-year Level 3 Prevalence 
Rate 

22  

 


